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GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION

The Global Atmospheric 
Circulation is the movement of air 
around the earth which transfers 
heat from the tropics to polar 
latitudes. 

The GAC is made up of three cells 
in both the northern and southern 
hemisphere: Hadley Cell, Ferrell 
Cell and Polar Cell.  

Insolation is where the sun’s 
energy (heat) is more 
concentrated at the equator than 
the poles. This is where the ITCZ 
forms.

The earth therefore redistributes 
(moves) heat across the earth by 
the Global Atmospheric Circulation 
System.

WINDS
The global winds are named after the direction that they have come from.

KEY VOCABULARY

UNIT DESCRIPTION

Climate → The temperature and rainfall, measured over a long 
period of time (year).
Weather→ The day to day state of the atmosphere in a particular 
place: precipitation, temp and wind. 
Latitude → The distance north and south of the equator measured 
in degrees.  
Altitude → The height above sea level in meters. 
Air Mass → A large parcel of air in the atmosphere.  All parts of the 
air mass have similar temp and moisture content at ground level.  
Synoptic Chart → Shows a summary of the current weather.
Precipitation → Rain/hail/snow
Air Pressure → force of the weight of the air pushing down.
Depression → An area of low pressure.
Anticyclone → An area of high pressure. 
Equatorial → At the equator
Global Atmospheric Circulation → Atmospheric circulation is the 
large-scale movement of air, and together with ocean circulation is 
the means by which thermal energy is redistributed on the surface 
of the Earth. 
Inter Tropical Convergence Zone → A band of low pressure near 
the equator where the trade winds converge, producing clouds, 
rain and thunderstorms. 
Northern Hemisphere → The half of the earth N of equator
Southern Hemisphere → The half of the earth S of equator
Vortex→ An extreme swirling of air and moisture
Social Impact → Impact on the lives of people
Economic Impact → Impact on finances, money, income
Environmental Impact → Impact on the local area including wildlife 
and infrastructure
Storm Surge → A wall of water from the sea, pushed onto the land 
by extreme winds and a rise in sea level due to low pressure. 
Short term response →What needs to be done immediately after 
an event to ensure peoples needs are met and they survive.  
Long term response → Planning and preparation for future events 
to reduce the impacts.  

In this unit we explore why the UK climate is so variable and how the 
global circulation of the atmosphere create distinct climate zones.  We will 

investigate different weather hazards on a global scale and how this 
pattern changes over time.  Finally we look into the causes, impacts and 

responses to two contrasting extreme weather events.  
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GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION MODEL

HADLEY CELLS
• Hadley Cells stretch from the equator to latitude 30oN and 30oS.
• Within Hadley cells, warm trade winds from the northern and 

southern hemispheres blow towards the equator.
• At the equator warm air rises creating an area of LOW pressure and 

causing thunderstorms. 
• At the top of the storms, the air flows towards higher cooler 

latitudes, where the air starts to sink back to the earth surface. This 
creates HIGH pressure areas. 

• On return to the ground some of the air returns to the equator as 
trade winds.

FERREL CELLS
• Ferrel Cells stretch from the latitude 30oN and 30oS to latitude 60oN 

and 60oS . 
• The Ferrel cell moves in the opposite direction to the two other cells. 

(Hadley cell and Polar cell) 
• Air on the surface of the earth is pulled towards the poles, this forms 

the warm South Westerly winds in the Northern Hemisphere and 
North Westerly winds in the Southern Hemisphere. 

• When warm air meets cold air from the poles at 60oN and 60oS the 
warm air rises over the cold air creating an area of low pressure. 

• Some of the air returns to the tropics (Hadley Cells) and some is 
diverted to the poles (Polar Cells). 

• Ferrel cells occur around the latitude of the UK which gives us our 
unsettled weather. 

POLAR CELLS
• Polar Cells stretch from the latitude 60oN and 60oS to the north and 

south poles.
• The cold air sinks over the north and south poles producing high 

pressure.
• The air then moves towards latitudes 60oN and 60oS , this forms the 

polar easterly winds.
• When the polar cold air meets warm air from the Ferrel cells the 

warmer air begins to rise creating areas of low pressure.

ITCZ (Inter Tropical Convergence Zone) 

Within the Hadley cells, the trade winds blow towards the equator, then ascend (rise) near the equator as a broken line of thunderstorms, which 

forms the Inter-Tropical-Convergence Zone (ITCZ). From the tops of these storms, the air flows towards higher latitudes, where it sinks to 

produce high-pressure and therefore dry regions over the subtropical oceans and the world's hot deserts, such as the Sahara desert in North 

Africa. The position of the ITCZ varies throughout the year. This is because of the tilt of the Earths axis. The northern hemisphere leans towards 

the sun in June and July, so the ITCZ is slightly north of the equator. The ITCZ migrates south of the equator in December and January when the 

southern hemisphere leans towards the sun.  When the ITCZ is overhead, the low pressure brings rain. TO
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Geography CLIMATE ZONES

HOT SEMI ARID (SAVANNAH GRASSLANDS)

Location
Hot semi-arid climates are mainly located along the tropics or subtropics. The 
are most commonly found around the fringes of subtropical deserts. 

The most common area with a hot semi-arid climate is a strip from the West to 
East of Africa on the edge of the Sahara desert, know as the Sahel region.

This climate is also found in parts of Europe, most commonly in Southern and 
Western Spain and also in Australia, where a large portion of the Outback 
surrounding the central desert has a hot semi-arid climate.

Climate
Hot semi arid climates have hot, sometimes extremely hot temperatures and 
low rainfall.

This climate can have precipitation totals lower than 600mm per year.

Rainfall is seasonal but unreliable. Dry seasons can last for months causing 
droughts and some years rain seasons can fail to arrive.

Even in months when is does rain, water is quickly evaporated due to high 
temperatures.

Precipitation falls only as rain, snow rarely falls in these regions except on the 
highest of mountains such as Kilimanjaro, Tanzania.

EQATORIAL TROPICAL RAINFORESTS

Location
A tropical rainforest is usually found at latitudes within 
10 degrees North and South of the equator.

The climate is most commonly found in South 
America, Central Africa, and Southeast Asia, but not 
everywhere along the equatorial region has a tropical 
rainforest climate.

While tropical rainforest climates are typically located 
near the equator there are a number of which do not 
follow the norm and are found away from the equator.

Climate

Tropical rainforests have a type of Equatorial climate in 
which there is no dry season.

All months have an average precipitation (rainfall) value 
of at least 60 mm. 

Tropical rainforests have no summer or winter; it is 
typically hot and wet throughout the year and rainfall is 
both heavy and frequent all year round.

WHY DO HOT SEMI ARID HAVE WET AND DRY SEASONS? 
Where the sun’s energy is most concentrated (insolation) is where the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone will be positioned.  Therefore, due to the tilt of the 
earth on it’s axis, for half the year the sun’s energy is most concentrated north of the equator and the other half, south of the equator. Equatorial 
rainforests are nearly always underneath the inter-tropical convergence zone, meaning they always have wet weather due to the low pressure it brings. 
However, Hot Semi Arid areas sit on the tropics.  Therefore they only experience the wet season when the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone shifts to be 
above them.  This means the ITCZ can only be over either the Tropic of Cancer or the Tropic of Capricorn – not both at the same time.  When the ITCZ is 
above these areas the hot air rises, cools and condenses leaving an area of low pressure and bringing with it heavy rain and thunderstorms.  When the ITCZ 
is not over ahead and shifts north/south, there is an area of high pressure, where the air sinks (between Hadley and Ferrel cells) bringing dry weather.  
Therefore this is why HSAG have wet and dry seasons.TO
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Geography EXTREME WEATHER: TROPICAL STORMS

FACTS LOCATION
WHERE
• They form between the equator and tropic of Cancer / Capricorn (1). 
• They form over the Indian Ocean / North West Pacific Ocean / North 

West Atlantic Ocean (1).
• They form next to India / Bangladesh / Madagascar /South East Asia / 

North Australia / West coast of North America (1)

WHY
• Around the equator are warm seas (above 260c degrees) which are 

needed for formation (1) 
• Warm moist air rises to form a low pressure system (1) 
• Rising moist air then condenses forming the thick clouds and heavy 

rain (1)
• At the equator, the trade winds help the storm to spin (1)

FORMATION
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PATH OF HURRICANE SANDY

• Islands in the Caribbean sea e.g. 
Cuba/Jamaica/Haiti/Dominican Republic 

• Eastern USA States e.g. New Jersey etc… 
• Many states affected border the Atlantic Ocean

Heavy rainfall → widespread flooding, including rivers, landslides…

Strong winds → roofs are blown off buildings, power lines are torn down, flimsy homes are completely destroyed…

Storm surge → the low atmospheric pressure of the hurricane over the water means that sea levels rise causing severe coastal 

flooding as they are driven onshore by strong winds. Storm surges are the biggest killer during hurricanes as they flatten everything in 

their path, destroying crops and inundating vast areas of land with salty water.

Social Impacts 

• 117 people died across the eastern US states affected.

• 650,000 homes were damaged or totally destroyed in the USA alone and over 250,000 cars were destroyed by flood water.

• Roughly 9 million homes had power cuts across the eastern USA states.

Economic Impacts

• The damage cost to New York State alone was US$19 Billion.

• US$ 1.1 billion was spent repairing the damage to sewage and water pipes in New Jersey and New York.

• Insurance claims from the state of New Jersey totalled US$ 3.3 Billion.

Environmental Impacts

• Around 90% of beaches in new York and New Jersey were damaged, leaving them approx. 9-12m narrower after the hurricane.

• Approx. 1.5 billion litres of sewage was released into the Raritan River in New Jersey

• 1.5 million litres of oil was spilt in to Arthur Kill (stretch of water between New Jersey and Staten Island New York) damaging 

wildlife and killing birds and thousands of fish.

CASE STUDY: HURRICANE SANDY

IMPACTS 

What: Depression 

When: 2012 

Where: 24th October 

developed in Gulf of Mexico. 

Effected Jamaica, New York 

and parts of Canada. Hit New 

York 29th October 2012.

FACTS
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IMPACTS

CASE STUDY: HURRICANE SANDY

One social impact of tropical storms is severe 
damage to people’s homes and possessions. 

One economic impact of tropical storms is the 
high cost of repairing the damage done to the 
infrastructure in the states on the east coast. 

One environmental impact of tropical storms is 
many habitats were destroyed causing knock on 
effects for the ecosystem as a whole.  

For example, 650,000 homes were damaged or 
totally destroyed in by hurricane Sandy in 2012 in 
the US alone. 

For example, the total cost to the USA was $71 
Billion, making it the second costliest hurricane in 
US history. 

1.5 million litres of oil was spilt off the East coast 
of the USA, damaging wildlife and killing birds and 
thousands of fish. 

This means that people will need to seek 
temporary accommodation or shelter.  This may 
be a community hall or church, the homes of 
friends and family, or paying for a hotel.  

This means that the state and federal 
governments, alongside businesses, will have to 
find money to pay for repairs to things such as 
roads, bridges, airports, power cables, schools, 
hospitals.  

This meant that the water became contaminated 
with oil.  This oil was then consumed by the local 
wildlife e.g. fish.  

As a result, this could cost people more money, if 
they can’t find somewhere free to stay.  Due to 
the extent of the damage and how long it would 
take for insurance claims to come through, people 
could be living away from the their homes for 
months or even years.

As a result, if these facilities are not fully covered 
by hurricane/disaster insurance, they will not be 
able to rebuild them properly, unless the 
government can invest in reconstruction. 

As a result this poisoned and killed the fish, 
leading to knock on consequences for the food 
chain, as animals that ate the fish, then became ill 
and died.  

In addition to this, alongside the social impacts, it 
could also have economic impacts as they could 
ultimately become homeless too, if they cannot 
afford to rebuild their homes.  

Because the USA is a HIC, it was able to pay for the 
damage and rebuild the east coast.  However, 
other countries that were hit, such as Haiti, were 
not able to recover as fast as they are not as 
economically developed.  

Therefore, the whole ecosystem was polluted and 
affected, which meant that a huge clean up 
operation was necessary to prevent further harm 
and the oil from spreading.  

Therefore, this could lead to people becoming
depressed and cases of mental illness increasing in 
these affected areas.  

Therefore, the exceptionally high costs of the 
damage, was due to the fact that Hurricane Sandy 
hit some very expensive areas such as New York.  
However, as a percentage of GDP, the costs to the 
USA were lower than they were for less developed 
countries such as Haiti and the Dominican. 

In addition to this, local fishermen, were not able 
to go fishing off the east coast of the USA as 
normal, as the fish had been contaminated or 
killed and was therefore not fit for human 
consumption.  

The climate close to the equator is hot. The sun 

heats the earth and the earth heats the air above, 

which rises. This creates a band of low pressure in 

the atmosphere known as the intertropical 

convergence zone (ITCZ) which circles the 

equatorial region of the earth.

The position of the ITCZ varies throughout the 

year. This is because of the tilt of the Earth’s axis. 

The northern hemisphere leans towards the sun in 

June and July, so the ITCZ is slightly north of the 

equator. The ITCZ migrates south of the equator in 

December and January when the southern 

hemisphere leans towards the sun.

The location of the ITCZ matches the location of 

hurricanes throughout the year depending on the 

tilt of the earth.

Summer in the Northern hemisphere = June –

August, sea temp highest end of 

summer/autumn – August – September.

Summer in Southern hemisphere = Dec-Feb, sea 
temp highest end of summer/autumn – January –
March

LINK WITH GAC
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SHORT TERM AID
Also known as emergency 
aid.  It is the supply of 
what is needed 
immediately after a 
disaster to meet the needs 
of people, e.g. emergency 
shelters, food and water.

LONG TERM AID
These are techniques and 
approaches that help to 
prepare for a storm and 
mitigate the effects of 
future events.  It may 
involve long term projects 
such as better monitoring 
and tracking of storms, 
planning evacuation 
procedures, training and 
educating communities on 
how to prepare/act during 
a disaster.  

NOTE: A combination of 
these strategies will be the 
most sustainable, as it 
meets people’s present 
day needs as well as 
helping to prepare for the 
future.  

The responses to Hurricane Sandy were very varied. In poorer countries like Haiti there was insufficient prediction, planning or protection and at the time the country was still trying 

to recover from an earthquake in 2010. This tropical storm set the country back further in terms of its development.

In contrast to this, the USA, a richer country, invested more in tropical storm prediction, planning and protection. By using satellite images and other weather instruments The 

National Hurricane Centre in Miami predicted and monitored the path of Hurricane Sandy. The Centre was able to issue warnings to the local authorities and general public and this 

helped reduce the impact of Hurricane Sandy.

Individual Responses

• Most Americans had home insurance which allowed them to start rebuilding their homes using local builders.

• Family and friends supported those whom had lost their homes by offering them a place to stay while homes were being rebuilt.

Other Organisational Responses

• The Red Cross had over 17,000 trained workers, 90% of them volunteers. They provided over 300 response vehicles, 74,000 overnight stays in non-damaged accommodation 

and 17 million meals and snacks as well as emergency first aid.

• Americare, an American charity, sent relief workers to the hardest hit areas. They provided mobile medical clinics, aid shipments of food and water and in the two years 

following the hurricane has provided US$ 7.1 million in aid benefiting 450,000 people.

Government Responses

• The USA Government approved US$60.3 billion in aid to victims of Hurricane Sandy.

• FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency’s) teams and the Army Corp were put in place to help people even before the hurricane, supporting people with securing their 

homes and evacuation of those in need such as elderly and disabled.

• The Department of Agriculture promised US$6.2 million in emergency food assistance, and economic programmes to repair farmland.

Steps taken to minimise damage

• The President of the USA, Barack Obama, and the authorities appealed to people to stay calm and out of harm's way 

• The police evacuated hundreds of thousands of people from low-lying coastal areas most vulnerable to Hurricane Sandy 

• Schools and public transport services closed down and many flights were cancelled 

• People temporarily relocated to evacuation centres such as schools and community centres 

In the long term, governments will need to develop strategic plans to prepare for tropical storms. Investments made in flood prevention and coastal protection schemes such as sea 

walls will be essential. Careful consideration needs to be given to the use of land particularly in low-lying areas. Local people and emergency service teams will need training in how to 

respond to tropical storm events, ensuring a coordinated and planned response. This should reduce the impact of tropical storms on people and the environment.

RESPONSE

CASE STUDY: HURRICANE SANDY
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Geography RESPONSES: HURRICANE SANDY

Response from Government Response from Individuals Response from Other Organisations

Short Term Long Term Short Term Long Term Short Term Long Term

Send the army to provide
emergency relief

Action research groups set up Use social media Invest in hurricane insurance Provide aid and shelters. Provide financial aid 
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The national government can call 
in the army to help with: search 
and rescue operations, food and 
water distribution, debris removal 
and providing security and shelter 
for storm victims.

More money is invested into 
research to improve the 
preparedness for future storms 
and understand the impacts of 
climate change. 

People use social media to keep in 
touch with family and friends and 
keeping up-to-date on the 
response to the disaster.  

Making sure that you are covered 
financially in the case of a tropical 
storm by investing in insurance.

People can be sheltered in 
buildings used in emergencies only 
or usually for another purpose.  
They can also be provided with 
emergency aid. 

Charities set up funds that people 
can donate to, to support those 
impacted by disasters.  

Ex
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For example, after Hurricane 
Sandy, more than 9,100 National 
Guard troops across 12 states have 
been assisting local authorities.

For example, President Obama set 
up action research groups to advise 
the FEMA Federal Emergency 
Management Agent on how to 
mitigate the effects of hurricanes.  

For example, the hashtag 
#Hurricanesandy was used in the 
aftermath of the disaster and over 
20 million tweets were sent. 

For example, in the USA, home 
owners can take out insurance for 
about $650 per month. 

For example, the American Red 
Cross had over 17,000 trained 
workers, 90% of them volunteers. 
They provided over 300 response 
vehicles, 74,000 overnight stays in 
non-damaged accommodation and 
17 million meals as well as 
emergency first aid.

For example, Americare, an 
American charity, in the two years 
following the hurricane provided 
US$ 7.1 million in aid benefiting 
450,000 people worst affected.  
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This means that there will be an 
effective response as they are 
trained to work in very stressful 
and emergency situations.  As a 
result, they can organize 
themselves and act efficiently to 
get supplies to people quickly and 
reduce the casualties. Therefore, 
people also feel better as they can 
see someone in control.

This means that people will be
more aware and prepared for 
future disasters. As a result, 
evacuation orders can be given 
earlier.  Therefore there will be 
reduced effects on the lives of 
people, such as losing possessions, 
sustaining injury, not having 
enough emergency supplies.  

This means that it costs nothing 
and adds to the community spirit.  
As a result, it’s a way of bringing 
people together so that they feel 
that everyone is in it together.  In 
addition to this, it can also help to 
create a more coordinated 
response to the disaster short term 
and people can receive updates 
from state officials.  

This means that, some politicians 
think that this type of insurance 
should be compulsory, to reduce 
the need for government aid 
following a storm.  In addition to 
this, it is a relatively small amount 
of money when compared with the 
cost of rebuilding. Also, without 
home insurance, people could 
ultimately end up homeless. 

This means that, public storm 
shelters can be used to keep 
people safe during a storm who 
have not evacuated the city.  As
result, this gives people peace of 
mind.  In addition to this, it can 
also reduce the death toll as 
people are not trapped in their 
homes. Emergency supplies can 
also ensure people’s immediate 
needs are met and people do not 
get infections from minor injuries.  

As a result, this would benefit
people because with that money 
they can be used to re-build their 
homes. Consequently, money 
could also be used to get people 
back on their feet and back to 
work, e.g. money for public 
transport.  Therefore, the economy 
will start to re-build and more 
taxes will go to the government to 
be re-invested in the country. 
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However, some people argue that 
we shouldn’t need the military to 
help and that states and 
governments should have 
measures in place to prevent it 
from being needed as it is a waste 
of resources. 

However, this type of strategy is 
very expensive and could result in 
higher taxes.  Also, although they 
are researching the affects of 
climate change, later presidents 
such as Donald Trump are climate 
deniers, therefore reducing the 
impact of research schemes such 
as this. 

However, if the wrong message is 
spread, it could cause confusion or 
panic.  Also, some people don’t use 
social media such as as the elderly. 
Therefore, these people may feel 
isolated and maybe forgotten. 

On the other hand, some people 
cannot afford home insurance. 
Also, it may not even be possible to 
get home insurance in some less 
economically developed countries.  

However, people can sometimes 
see staying in the temporary 
accommodation as an easier 
option than evacuating.  Therefore, 
this can put a huge strain on 
supplies and resources.  It would 
be safer for people to move. 

However, some people would 
argue that victims should not have 
to rely on charity as the 
government should have social 
security to help their citizens 
during hard times, especially 
during times of crisis. 
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Droughts occur when a long period of dry weather leads to 
a severe water shortage (physical causes). Droughts are 
also caused by man made activity (human causes). 

Droughts can lead to water insecurity. 

DROUGHT

• They form along the tropic of Cancer/ Capricorn 
• 30N and 30S of the equator 
• Sub tropical high areas
• Severely affected areas include: North Africa/western 

central Australia
• Pockets in the northern Hemisphere e.g. western USA/ 

Western & central Asia / west coast of South America

LOCATION

• At the equator Hadley cells lead to warm moist air 
rising and creating thunderstorms leaving drier air to 
move to latitudes 300N and 300S.

• The drier cooling air starts to sink creating areas of high 
pressure at latitudes 300N and 300S. However studies 
have shown global winds are shifting leading to some 
areas at 370N suffering from drought.

LINK TO GAC
El Nino: random weather event that reverses normal weather 

patterns e.g. Australia has years of drought and then years of flood.

Movement of global atmospheric winds and jet streams. (Strong 

winds which are caused by the temperature difference between 

tropical air masses and polar air masses). E.g. California, USA

Hotter weather causes evaporation. The Sahel region of northern 

Africa is becoming hotter and drier. 

PHYSICAL CAUSES OF DROUGHT (natural)

HUMAN CAUSES OF DROUGHT
Constructing a dam on a large river may help store water to irrigate 

farmland near the reservoir. However, it may also cause drought 

downstream. E.g. Ataturk Dam, Turkey impacts Syria on the 

Euphrates River.

Politics: fighting over water, or companies being greedy and taking 

too much water. E.g. India has been known to divert water away 

from Bangladesh.

Deforestation: cutting down trees which otherwise store water and 

hold soil together. E.g. southern coast of West Africa (e.g. in Nigeria, 

Ghana and Ivory Coast) 

Global warming: weather patterns change e.g. The Sahel region of 

northern Africa is becoming hotter and drier. 

Over extraction: removing too much water from wells. E.g. Kerala, 

SW. India, Coca Cola are over using ground water.

Over cultivation: planting too many crops which use up too much 

water. The Sahel region of northern Africa is becoming hotter and 

drier. 

Overpopulation: too many people living in an area. The Sahel region 

of northern Africa is becoming hotter and drier. 

CALIFORNIA DROUGHT: CAUSES

In 2012 there was no area suffering from extreme or exceptional drought. 
Most extreme change in central California. 
Central California changes from moderate drought to exceptional drought 
over 3 years. 
In 2015 41% of the state is suffering from exceptional drought.

CALIFORNIA DROUGHT

EXTREME WEATHER: DROUGHT
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IMPACTS

CASE STUDY: CALIFORNIA DROUGHT

One social impact of the Californian drought in 
2012 is the destruction to people’s homes. 

One economic impact of the Californian drought 
is loss of income. 

One environmental impact of California drought 
is the increased risk of wildfires. 

For example, cracks appeared in people’s homes 

and roads due to subsidence. Parts of Central 

valley subsided by 60cm due to water being 

pumped from under the ground faster than it was 

being replaced by rainfall.

For example, farmers in central valley California 
lost $810 million during 2015 due to lack of 
production.

For example, there was a 36% increase in 
wildfires. Property was damaged and wildlife 
killed. 31,000 acres of oak habitat burned. 

This means that, due too pumping to much water 
out of the ground, it caused the ground to move.  
This caused the foundation of the houses to move, 
causing structural damage to houses and 
buildings.  

This means that, as there was not enough water, 
farmers could not irrigate (water) their crops.  

This means that, large numbers of animals were 
killed as they could not escape the fires.  

As a result, people had to move out of homes that 
were unsafe and find temporary accommodation 
or live with friends and family.  

As a result, the crops would not grow or died 
altogether and the farmers were not able to sell 
them as normal.  

As a result, the bio-diversity of the area was 
affected as lots of different species were killed or 
had to migrate to avoid the fires and smoke.  

In addition to this, they had to pay for specialist 
advice from structural engineers and pay for 
repairs.  If they did not have adequate home 
insurance, they could be financially stretched.  

Therefore, a lot of farmers and families were put 
into financial trouble, with those who had no 
insurance, not having enough money to pay bills 
and afford vital necessities such as healthcare and 
education.  

Therefore, this had a negative affect on the food 
web of the ecosystem and caused a negative 
multiplier effect as lots of species lost their source 
of food.  

Consequently, this caused a lot of stress and 
anxiety for those living in California at the time of 
the drought.  

In addition to this, the economy of California was 
damaged due to the significant loss of revenue 
from farming and there was a food shortage. 

Consequently, the area took a very long time to 
recover as oak trees are very slow growing.  The 
area has still not recovered fully and will take 
centuries to grow back properly.  

Social Impacts

• In the short term farmers are now planting 

smaller crops which use less water.

• Cracks appeared in people’s homes and roads 

due to subsidence. Parts of Central valley 

subsided by 60cm due to water being pumped 

from under the ground faster than it was 

being replaced by rainfall.

• Loss of 17,100 jobs in farming have been lost 

since the drought began in 2012.

Economic Impacts

• Farmers had to pump water from ground 

reserves/wells which cost them an extra $453 

dollars on average per farmer.

• The department of agriculture stated that due 

to shortages in fruit and vegetable production 

across California, prices increased by 6% in 

shops and more food had to be imported.  

• Farmers in central valley California lost $810 

million during 2015 due to lack of production.

Environmental Impacts

• Most Hydroelectric dams stopped producing 

electricity due to low water levels in the 

reservoirs. 

• There was a 36% increase in wildfires. 

Property was damaged and wildlife killed. 

31,000 acres of oak habitat burned. 

• In May 2014 there were 12 wild fires alone 

near San Diego.

• Salmon and trout died in the San Joaquin 

river. An increase in river temperatures leads 

to less oxygen for fish.TO
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Geography RESPONSES: CALIFORNIA DROUGHT

Response from Government Response from Individuals Response from Other Organisations

Long Term Short Term Short Term

Financial Compensation Reduce water usage and use social 
media 

Businesses reducing their water 
consumption 
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In response to the drought, to help in 
the long term, the federal government 
provided farmers with financial 
compensation. 

A short term response from individuals 
was to reduce their water usage.  They 
also took to social media to put 
pressure on others to do the same.  

Businesses were also keen to be seen to 
be doing their part to conserve water 
usage. 
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For example, President Obama gave 
$183m from federal government funds 
and the state government paid $687m 
of its savings to compensate farmers 
and homeowners.

For example, homeowners were told to 
stop using water to wash driveways or 
water gardens or face a $500 fine. Hose 
pipe bans were also put in place and 
twitter was used to shame Californians 
ignoring the ban. #droughtshaming

For example, hotels across the state 
have agreed to ask guests to reuse their 
linen and towels to save water.
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This means that famers were able to 
get back on their feet and pay their 
bills.  In addition to this, farmers could 
start repairing their land and restoring 
the soil to be able to grow their crops 
again or graze their livestock.  
Consequently, the compensation 
stopped them from going bankrupt and 
being unable to provide for their 
families.  

This means that if everyone did their 
small bit to reduce their water 
consumption and only use water when 
and where it was essential, this would 
mean everyone would be better off in 
the short and long term.  In addition to 
this, pressure was put on other 
Californian residents to comply, or risk 
being named and shamed on social 
media.  This was somewhat effective at 
reducing water consumption. 

This means that, it was seen as 
necessary for the community to pull 
together and all organisations needed 
to do their bit.  As a result, people were 
able to carry on with their day to day 
lives as normal, but just make some 
small adjustments to mitigate the 
effects of a crisis.  
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However, going forward, it has been 
suggested that if climate change is 
going to make these extreme weather 
events more frequent, the government 
will not be able to do this every time.  
Therefore, switching to drought 
resistant crops or diversifying into 
different areas, may protect farmers 
income and make it more sustainable 
long term.  

However, there was a lot of criticism 
that residents were not doing enough 
or complying with the bans.  Also, the 
drought lasted for so long, that people 
became complacent and relied on state 
and federal government to transfer 
water to the area.  Therefore short 
term responses such as this, just don’t 
go far enough to mitigate the impacts 
of droughts.  

However, businesses did not enforce 
the restrictions on guests, but just 
suggested.  This means that the effect 
on reducing water consumption and 
waste was really limited and had little 
to no effect in the long term.  Short 
term responses such as this are not 
adequate enough to ensure that 
drought conditions are not sustained 
for years into the future.  

Individual Responses

• People across California have been 

asked to use water sparingly, limit 

watering their gardens to twice a 

week or face a $500 fine.

• Homeowners were told to stop 

using water to wash driveways or 

water gardens. Hose pipe bans 

were put in place, twitter was used 

to shame Californians ignoring the 

ban. #droughtshaming

Government or State Responses

• President Obama gave $183m 

from federal government funds 

and the state government paid 

$687m of its savings to 

compensate farmers and 

homeowners.

• In the short term the state turned 

back to gas supplies which could 

lead to more CO2 pollution. In the 

longer term the government must 

invest in wind and solar power.

‘Other’ Responses

• Hotels across the state have 

agreed to ask guests to reuse their 

linen and towels to save water.

• Restaurants across the state are no 

longer placing water onto tables 

with meals unless specifically 

requested by the customer.

RESPONSES
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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC- ARTICLE 

Geography- Wider Reading

Not to be confused with weather, climate represents Earth's average conditions over time. 

Climate isn't the same thing as weather. Weather is the condition of the atmosphere over a short period of time; 
climate is the average course of weather conditions for a particular location over a period of many years.

One of the factors that influences climate is the angle of the sun's rays. In the tropics, between 23.5° N and 23.5° S, 
there is at least one time of year when the noontime sun is directly overhead and its rays hit at a direct angle. This 
produces a hot climate with relatively small temperature differences between summer and winter.

In the Arctic and Antarctic (north or south of 66.5° latitude), there are times of year when the sun is above the 
horizon 24 hours a day (a phenomenon known as midnight sun) and times when it never rises. Even in the summer, 
the sun is low enough for temperatures to be lower than in the tropics, but the seasonal changes are much greater 
than in equatorial regions. Interior Alaska has seen temperatures as high as 100 degrees Fahrenheit (38 degrees 
Celsius).  

Closer to the Equator lie the temperate regions. These include the United States, Europe, China, and parts of 
Australia, South America, and southern Africa. They have the typical four seasons: winter, spring, summer, and fall.

Outside Influences
Climate is also controlled by wind, oceans, and mountains.

Winds bring moisture to land. North and south of the Equator, the trade winds blow from the northeast and 
southeast, respectively. These winds converge in the tropics, forcing air to rise. This produces thunderstorms, 
humidity, and monsoons.

North and south of the trade winds, about 30° from the Equator, there is relatively little wind, and therefore little 
moisture blowing inland from the oceans. Also, dry air is sinking back to the surface, warming in the process. This is 
why many of the world's great desert regions—the Sahara, Gulf, Iran, Iraq, and chunks of Mexico—lie at the same 
latitude. A similar band of deserts lies to the south in Australia, South America, and southern Africa.

Mountains force wind to rise as it crosses over them. This cools the air, causing moisture to condense in clouds and 
rain. This produces a wet climate on the upwind side of the mountains and an arid "rain shadow" on the downwind 
side.

Oceans provide moisture that fuels rainstorms. They also buffer the temperature of coastal regions, regardless of 
latitude.

Climate Groups

In the early 1900s, climatologist Wladimir Köppen divided the world into five major 
climate groups.

Moist, tropical climates are hot and humid. Steppes and deserts are dry, with large 
temperature variations. Plentiful lakes, rivers, or nearby oceans give humid, 
midlatitude climates cool, damp winters, but they have hot, dry summers. Some of 
these climates are also called Mediterranean. Continental climates occur in the 
centers of large continents. 

Mountain ranges (or sheer distance) block off sources of moisture, creating dry 
regions with large seasonal variations in temperature. Much of southern Canada, 
Russia, and parts of central Asia would fall into this category. Cold, or polar, climates 
round out Köppen's list. A sixth region, high elevations, was later added to the 
classification system. 
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BOOK REVIEWS Geography- Wider Reading

The earth's weather system is capable of almost unimaginable destruction. Hurricanes can engulf entire regions with 
devastating wind speeds of over 100 mph. Tornadoes have the power to lift vehicles physically into the air. Snow and 

ice storms have imprisoned and cut off entire communities, even in major cities. Torrential rainfall can bring metres of 
flood water racing through towns and villages. Conversely, prolonged drought devastates land and livestock, and 

threatens the unwary individual with dehydration and heat exhaustion. Extreme Weather is a complete guide to coping 
with extreme weather. Each chapter explains in detail how to cope with a different element, from heavy snowfall to 

arid drought. It explains the procedures for coping with weather-related disasters both in our own communities and if 
isolated in the natural world. 

The range of scenarios covered is exhaustive, and includes: how to prepare the home for survival; how to drive safely in 
deep snowfall; what to do if flood waters are approaching the home; how to recognise the signs of an impending 
tornado; how to improvise shelters in conditions of extreme cold; methods of preventing heat exhaustion; how to 

survive a lightning storm; and what to do if caught an avalanche. Extreme Weather is a comprehensive single-volume 
treatment of a topic which affects us all. The text is packed with real-life examples and uses the latest research from 

disaster organisations. 
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